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THE PRINCIPLE GP HABMOStlC 
MEASURE AHB ITS APPLICATIONS 

An Important concept useful la the investigation of 

the properties of analytic functions is the fact that 

analytic transformations of analytic functions constitute 

a group, of which those functions which remain invariant 

under the transformations play an important role* Of parti¬ 

cular interest is the question of whether distinct non- 

Euclidean measure functions may he determined which remain 

invariant under certain groups of transformations. Among the 

first to recognise the significance of such measure concepts 

were Poincare and Klein, and since the time of their investiga¬ 

tions into the subject the use of these concepts has become 

more and more helpful in the development of function theory. 

One such measure determination is called harmonic measure* 

which Rolf Hevanlinna has discussed in several articles and 

of which he has presented a detailed development in his book, 

lindentige Analytische Functionen* which has served as one of 

the principal references for this paper. 

We have the following definition of this measure? Let G 

be a connected region and P its boundary! on P consider 

a point - set °< and its complementary boundary set & ~ P- oi 

Let ©<, GrO be a function satisfying the following 

conditions ? 

(1) tO is harmonic and bounded in the interior of G. 

(2) takes the value I in the boundary points 

and the value 0 in the boundary points . 
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3?h© function UC^jcX, o-') |g then called the harmonic measure 

of the point set °< in the points * t measured with 

respect to the region G, 

Th& problem of constructing the function suggests 

immediately the Solution of the Dlrlchlet problem of finding 

a function harmonic In a closed region and taking on the 

boundary the values of a preassigned function* 

What restrictions must be made m the region G and the 

boundary set oi in order that the harmonic measure exist 

is a question that requires much detailed investigation before 

a thorough answer can be given* We shall now consider some 

simple cases in which the existence of the function cJ 

follows from well known results in potential theory* 

In case G is the unit circle and o< is composed of a 

C<P 
finite number of arcs, then if we set B - A e and 

S - e 
c&
 , we see that &■> (.'$') is bounded and, 

except for a finite number of points, continuous on the boundary* 

1' 
SO that, as was first shown by Schwarz , the Poisson integral 

LdC ) 

i-TT 

J_ C^) ——_ 4 e 
i-nrj I+A -3A. (UrvCe-W) 

1- 

Schwars, H. A,i Zur Integration der oartiellen Differential- 
gleichurtg , Zusats, Ges* Abh* 2, 



is a function harmonic in the Interior of the unit circle 

for which 0)1^) —^ as ^ £* tor each 

boundary point of continuity ?>«, of CJ('S') * Then since 

CJCS3 = l for S fc *><1 + *x ■+■ • •• ■+ oi^ 

and ■uC'S)s o for 3 6 /5 , 

< 
ZTT 

| - A 

I + Av - 2A- dr? C&~ 
<0© . 

It the region 0 is bounded by one Jordan curve P , 

then according to the Btemann mapping theorem for a simply 

connected region whose beanery consists of at least two 

points, S can be mapped one-to-one and conformally onto the 

unit circle K* The theorem states farther that the map is 

one-to-one and continuous on the circumference of the circle 

for a simply concocted region bounded by a Jordan curve* 

Bence if w© take <=* to be a f inite number of arcs of P , 

then since is, for P , continuous except at a 

finite number of points, then if S' i8 the image point of 

under the sapping, co ( f1' ) will be a function continuous 

except at a finite number of points on the circumference cf £» 

CJ (-2:0 is then determined by means of the Poisson integral 

for ’’Z. 7c < # Under the inverse map ^/—> 2 , the 

harmonic function OiCtz') , because of the invar lance of 

the harmonic property under conformal transformations, is 

carried into the function cJffc) harmonic In the interior 

of 0 and taking the prescribed values on the boundary P1 » 
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Hence U)( &) is a function whose properties are those of the 

desired harmonic measure function in G. 

If G is a connected region whose houndary consists of a 

finite number of Jordan curves P,, Pj_ j • • j Pp and 

if U is in turn composed of a f inite number of arcs of 

the boundary, then we employ the mapping of the universal 

covering surface2 onto the unit circle K, fhls mapping is 

accomplished by moans of an automorphic function, and under 

the mapping each curve P^j (a) becomes la the case p — 2 

a single arc Y^ of the circumference |x| = 1, (b) In the 

ease p > 2 is ordered into an infinite sequence of non-inter¬ 

secting open arcs ■c cn the circumference. The trans¬ 

formation of the arc fb into each boundary arcs is single- 

■valued and continuous. 

for p - 2, consider two fixed points a., and a2 exterior 

to # and such that a1 is Interior to the simply connected 

region bounded by the innermost Jordan curve and *g is exterior 

to the outermost curve* 

2 
A comprehensive treatment Of this subject is found in 
¥, fhrelfall*’s la notion de recouvrement. LfEnselgnem©nt 
Mathematlque (1934-36) 



^ * I ft ** OL | I 

fh© function -urf-O = ^ ‘ I ^-a,. I * ',4'aA3 

Is multiple-valued and analytic la G, and /v* 16 H 1 w* 

so that § ts napped Into a aimply ~conneeted region G1 In 

the Infinite strip <**■ ± <*+- - i^, sur - -u--n>. 

s- M 

-tt-sVM 
M.- M 

■ ” 1 
By the Biemana napping theorem, G can he mapped conformally 

into the unit circle* Gilder the two mappings P, and P-^ 
go into two respective arcs V, and of the circumfer- 

©nee* 



WOT p = 3# we choose three fired points a^* &2s 
a3* 

If they do not lie on a straight* line* we may map the circle 

through them conformally into the upper half plane. By 

the Riemann mapping theorem w© may choose three points ©f the 

■boundary of the upper half plane which may he mapped respec¬ 

tively into three prescribed points on the circumference of 
1 1 1 

the unit circle* Re choose three points bg# b^ ©a the 

circumference each that the angles of the triangle T ©f 

which the three points are vertices are ail sere in magnitude. 
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Sine© both the upper half-plan© and T may be sapped one-to- 

one and conformally onto the unit circle, then the half- 
1’ 1" 

plane say he so sapped onto f, with a^—5> blJf ag —> bgi and 

low we reflect the upper half-plane about each of the 

segments a^ag, a2
a3* an<3 ala3# 80 ® is reflected about 

each of the circular arcs k|b|* b|b|, and fcjb*, % continu¬ 

ing this process of reflections we sap the R lessen surface 

cowering the plane into the unit circle, such that a half¬ 

plane of each sheet goes into a triangle in the unit circle 
V. 

with its three vertices b -t, on the circumference* If 3%, 

and ^ are the three Btaply eonneetea resiena exterior 

to Q, then each %r, bonnaea by the Jeraan curve ^ , goes 
/ 0 

into an infinite sequence of simply connected regions L0 

in the unit circle, where each i-i is bounded by a Jordan 

c urve which Intersects the circumference in a vertex 

b 
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If m extract from the Interior of tbs unit circle the 
Lt 

^ , then the remainder of the unit circle is a 

simply connected region which can he mapped one-to-one and 
T7 0 

conformally into the nnit circle* Then each o ^ goes 

into an arc on the circumference. Hence we see that 

each Jordan carve I ~j hounding G is mapped into an infinite 

sequence of open arcs of the unit circle* 

For the case p > 3, the nature of the mapping is Obviously 

much wore complicated, since more -than three fixed points are 

required, and since it way he impossible to choose them so 

that they lie on a circle* fhe statement that the mapping is 

possible is justified by the fact that in a domain hounded by 

more than two points, and hence surely in a domain hounded by 

at least three Jordan curves, there exists a function 

regular ana schlicht and assuming every value Lrf I 3. 

Mm if is the function defined in the points 'S. 

of the boundary of Cr and taking the values 1 in the ares <o( 

and 0 In the ares (b , we define a boundary value set CJ C %) 

3 
Bieberbaeh, h.t Lehrbuch der Funkt ionentheorie. p« 16 
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on the arcs YJ in which we set u> (= Ui 

where 1 is the point ofAunlquely determined by 5 . 

In order to complete the definition of cJ C %) * we set 

° f«p each point of the circle I ■% I - I not 

belonging to any of the open arcs Y-J* # 

We now consider the Poisson integral 

•2.TT 

Z3£x> - ZTT j* Z7Cete 

o 

L & 
where x = A.e * %=> <° . Although the integrand 

displays discontinuities of a rather complicated nature, the 

integral nevertheless ©rlsfcs* since it is a convergent series* 

each of whose terms is an integral over a Single segment Y-j . 

The series can be Shown to be* in each region interior to the 

unit circle K, absolutely and uniformly convergent* so that by 

the Weierstrass theorem co C *) is a function harmonic in K* 

If in a neighborhood of an arbitrary point of an arc 

there is a point of continuity of LA (%)} then £SV>0 tends 

to this boundary value* since the integral over the arc YJ' 

can be shown to converge to the given boundary value* whereas 

the other integrals. Vanish*. 

the function to C K) i@ a harmonic function which IS 

invariant under the substitutions of the group C S) of 

transformations with respect to which the autoraorphic function 

x & xf ) is defined* For if we consider an interior 
t e- , j 

point e of an arc and the corresponding Poisson 

) I - A 

J+A*’ - 2. A. CL.ra f 6 -<P) 
4 o 



integral* then ‘by the definition of ^ we nee 

remains invariant when we perform a substitution 

group (s) . Since the differential 

coCe1,0) 
S of 

I - V 
| t fC" — 2 A.OJ8T9 C ® " 9) 

is an invariant under every transformation preserving the unit 

circle* then the Poisson .integral is preserved by the substi¬ 

tution S * 

low the harmonic fuaetion ^ C^r') - dj fx C^r) ) is 

single-valued in the interior of 0, For if a point ^ be 

taken* going from an arbitrary point - -Z.0 along a closed path 

bank to its -original position* then the mapping function under¬ 

goes a substitution of' the group C S') * and by the invariance 

of k) * the terminal value of will be the same as its 

initial value# 

From the reciprocal continuity properties of the map 

8—*K in the boundary points Of 0 it follows that coC*) *-> OJ 

as ^ -> S * the harmonic function is thus a solution of our 

boundary-value problem* 

that the function constructed by means of the Poisson 

integral is the only inaction which has the properties we 

require of the harmonic erasure of a finite number of boundary 

arcs of a simply connected region & follows from an extension 

of the principle of the maximum and minimum for harmonie 

It is fundamental In the theory of harmonic 



functions that a function harmonic in a closed hounded 

region attains its maximum and minimum values only on the 
4 ■ ' 

boundary of the region * Then for such a region the function 

determined by the Poisson integral is the only function harmonic 

In the region and taking ©a the boundary the values of a pre¬ 

scribed continuous function# for if another such function 

exists j, the difference of the two would be harmonic in the 

closed region* and would vanish & all points of the boundary* 

Then sere would be both the maximum and minimum value of the 

function'throughout the region* so:"that it vanishes, in the 

region* 

bet us consider now a function harmonic in the 

interior of the unit circle* bounded in the closed circle* and* 

except for a finite number of points Si of the circumference* 

continuous in the closed circle, Furthermore let 

vanish at all points of the circumference except possibly at 

the points Si 
one 

If we consider the case in which has only* point of 

discontimiity - the point S =■ I - then the behavior cf 

for a finite number of points of discontinuity follows immediately, 

let S = e'te » - A.eL<P # In the closed region 

o *= A S I * e ^ ¥± 2.TT- e * is 

continuous and thus uniformly continuous* so that for each 

>■ © there exists S'- & such that for > Ae and 
<m #m mm mm mm mm mm m m* mm mm 

4 • • 

See* e.g,» Kellogg* Q*B.a Foundations of Potential Theory. 
P* 223, 
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I M. CPectp)| < s. 6 * f * 2ir“6j 

to the wait circle, for each <£ >o ye choose P> 
z- 

such that < f< I * la the closed circle l^l cp 
j 

£=&) is harmoaic* so that* 

-a C -fco) 

'i-tr 
A 

f ^ S> A f ^S-^o) +A' O 
4© 

ir-€ 

, -IpJliPe49) PCfS.e-W <*6. 
iTT-S: 

la the closed wait circle -tc( *•) is houndeds 

| /u.C-% ) | <: M . iiaee p > > A0 * aad 

stooe fP-A.)1 t [p1- z-^Pc^^e-ft^ A/] - (f+ ^ 
thea 

low 

pa->C P+A0 ^ o-c ? C^ Aej©-90)^ T^o " r-< 

— fpCP, A0J6-<&) Jle - I J scttmts 

</ 
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ITT- €• 

e 

-2.TT 

2TT~ e- 

£ f + M_ SjL)[d0 
Jo 21r ^ 

1 TT- € 

- JL M 
" xir r’ 

M /_£_\ 
T-TT \ I -A-*) 

2 6- =. 
L3“Tr TTr/.^J* 

Sine© we my take 6 arbitrarily email, we see that 

"U-C^o)=' ° for each |2o ( < / * Thus we have proved; 

Theorem! If -a. C is harmonic in the Interior of 

the unit circle# bounded in the closed circle, and# except 

for a finite number of points S’ i of the circumference# 

continuous in the closed circle# and if AX 0=d vanishes 

at all points of the circumference except possibly at the 

points ^ # then M.C*0 vanishes in the interior of the 

unit oirole* 

The function &) constructed by means of the Poisson 

integral# which has the required properties of the harmonic 

measure function for the unit circle is thus the only such 

function* For if another function to, ^exists# then the 

function *4^) =- teC ^tx), 

satisfies ail of the hypotheses of our theorem, so that 

(2r-} s ) in the interior of the oirole. 

If the region G is simply connected or if it is a p- 

fold connected region# then we use a similar argument for 
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the function determined by means of the Poisson integral in 

the unit circle into which the region is mapped. However for 

P > 3 the set of discontinuity points on the boundary is no 

longer finite* It is shown by Bieberbaeh (Lehrbuch der 

Punktionentheorie) that if a function is bounded and integrable 

Leg©ague on the boundary of a circle and is continuous except 

for a set of measure zero on the boundary, then there exists 

one and only one function harmonic in the interior of the 

circle and taking on the boundary, except in the set of measure 

zero, the values of the given boundary function* Since, as. 

above, we have Co C >0 s £0, C x) , then 

coteuS) s 

Showing that the harmonic measure of a boundary point-set 

with respect to a region exists and is unique for the relatively 

simple regions and boundary point-sets considered so far, we may 

now note a fundamental property of the measure function - that 

it is an additive Set function* Let and be disjoint 

boundary sets of a region 0* SJben for 'each of the sets, as’ 

well as their union +- , there is a unique harmonic 

measure function defined, and it follows directly from the 

determination by means of the Poisson integral that 

s-) = ■s-i 

If we consider a function ^u,( satisfying the hypotheses 

of the theorem Just proved, except that it be identically 

-14- 



a constant c in ail but a finite number of points of the 

boundary* then by the theorem - <t 
I 

must vanish in the interior of the unit circle, so that 

o * Se if * in particular t <U{ — < * 

^ ^3 _ p - &<. « w» ks^© 

UC^jet, O +" A ^ P-» ^ ^ S f* 

tince a function which is harmonic in the interior of 

a region cannot have a maximum or a minimum at an interior 

point of the region* then for 6J^ ^ , <S 3 I 

and 6) o * we have for each 

interior to G, o <■ ^ -< / , 

fbs concept of harmonic measure which we have defined 

and of whose existence we have indicated the method of proof 

for simple regions has recently found considerable applica¬ 

bility in function-theory* Among the persons who have either 

directly or indirectly used harmonic measure are Johansson* 

the Bless brothers* Oarleman* Ostrovski* Julia* Warshawski* 

Hossjer* Beurling, and Jacqueline Fernand, 

M order, to apply this idea we need to know the 

behavior of harmonic measure under conformal transformations 

of the given region G* i*e.* how the harmonic measure with 

respect to a region G in the 2- -plane compares with' that of 

a region G1 in the w-plane in which an analytic function 

yuo* - *O defined in G takes values. 
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If on© considers a one-to-one mapping -UJ* s -ur (*■) — 

conformal in the interior of G and continuous on the boundary 

P s + fb f where P is composed of a finite number 

of Jordan arcs - of the region G 4 P into a region ^ *-f I”1' 

such that the arcs composing the boundary sets c* and /3 

are carried into corresponding arcs of the sets oj' and /S' , 

then one sees that the harmonic measure wf o/( is 

transformed Into a function of the Image points x*r of Z- . 

Since the harmonic property of a function is preserved under 

conformal representations* then the function to(*or, G') 

Into which , G ) is carried is a harmonic function! 

furthermore ±& bounded In G
3* and tabes the value 1 in 

points of ot 1 and vanishes on (& 1 * The transformed 

function is thus the harmonic measure of the set ' with 

respect to G3* and is such that 

fciU, <✓, O - 6J<5#-) . 

Hence the harmonic measure is invariant under a one-to-one 

conformal transformation of the reference region. This prop¬ 

erty holds as well When the regions G and G3, are multiply- 

sheeted, i.e, RIemam surfaces. 

However, under a single-valued but not one-to-one con¬ 

formal transformations the harmonic measure In general does not 

remain invariant. For example, let the unit circle I Z I < l $ 

m whose circumference we take certain arbitrary arcs as the 

set , be transformed by the function *r- which 
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into contain carries I ® I - f into / <url — I sad «*< 

ares ex'1 of the circle l-ur I - I * Then in general 

) jr (*3 (urj &S') where each measure is taken with 

respect to the respective unit circle* For the circle /•£(£( 

will be mapped stngle-valuedly onto the double sheeted cir¬ 

cular disc | /ur I s I * and under this mapping to an arc 

Of U. 1 , which with respect to the two-sheeted circle has 

the harmonic measure 6J ( wy w) , there correspond® a 

point-set of I I- l which, in addition to the arc 
u
 , 

contains in general still another arc ©<. * According to 

the invariance of harmonic measure under one-to-one transforma¬ 

tions , the harmonic measure of the two point-sets c* and o< 

is the harmonic measure of o< 1
 , so that 

u(*r, *' ) - OJ ( & , b ^ Cj l3) 
Since xJ 2 o * thsa- 

L}'( Z. , o{, G-\ ■* ' teti'AsSj u'f 6r ) ; 

This example illustrates the important principle of harmonic 

measure which states that the harmonic measure does not decrease 

under a conformal transformation* This principle we now state 

and prove under hypotheses sufficiently general to make possible 

many applications in function theory* 

In order to prove the principle, we need the following 

further extension of the principle of the maximum and minimum 

for harmonic functions: 
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Lemma, If <U(B) is bounded below In theclosed mit 

circle, Is harmonic In the Interior * and if in ell but a 

finite number of points of the circumference I S I - * , 
^ c -=0 2 o , then -cc( =aO is non-negative in the 

interior of the unit circle. 

Proof. As in the preceding theorem, we need consider 

only the point S = I at which -M-C2T ) fails tc have a non- 

negative limit inferior. If we take £ > o and consider the 

arc Yi £ sesiT-e , then in each point S of 

the arc there exists a circle about in which, for each S 

interior to the unit circle, J*. C& ) > — € , By the 

He in©-Bor el theorem we may cover Y by a finite number of 

these circles, the union U of which is such that we may 

then take A'<=. sufficiently near to 1 so that the arc 

e ^ 9 inrr e la interior to (J » 
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Then for a fixed ^5* = A_<s P. 
interior to the 

unit circle and for fr * i ’ 

we have 
,7r'e <£ 

2.Tr-e 
Since -iuC% ) s -/.** I end since pc ^ ^ © - V>0 ) > o * 

zir-6 
^(z„) >JP(CA.,6-«0J6 - J^pJ'fCf, 

6 

XT 2TT-6 

» -A/ KC\»-l)J6 - I~i/_L. )(d6 0 iTT \ /-^c > J 
iir-e 

= - J£-_/*/ 
x rr I±L rj±—) ^,-£r 

TT c - L»T- 
\J_ + 4U» 

Since ^ nay be taken arbitrarily snail, -uXfco) > o 

for each I | <= I , 

Principle ->f Harmonic Measures In a region hounded 

by a finite masher of Jordan curves !~^ let there be given 

a single-valued, regular, analytic function =. 

satisfying the conditions? 

X* In -c-<r C'Sr) takes values in a region 

heunded by a finite number of Jordan curves f^. . 

2f In each point S of a certain subset oCg_ of 

a 3 -us Ok) is continuous and takes it© value 
in a sub-region A*. of &ur either bounded by or 

composed of a f inite number of Jordan arcs . 
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. Then la each polat & of 6^ for which or C^) 

Is exterior to A u- 

where Gw is the sub-region - A ur # bounded by Py- 

and . 

|Eoo£, tot O* to that toll-defined tratoregion 

of ^ in which -us (i;) takes values exterior to A^j- 

©nd which* in addition to P^. is hounded by o?^ * where 

-urf*.) takes values in the arcs * fhe difference 

(1) -«.<*) = 0(^(1),^ &£) - U(i1 oS^j O*) 

is then harmonic and single-valued, fhere are four cases 

to consider concerning a boundary point £ of 6-^ | 

1, £ * is am interior point of dr-^. and thus 

belongs to the set oT^ , Here (■£ *t } 6^) 

is 

-29 



harmonic and furthermore ^ 1, When In the 

interior of 6a Z # then 

^), °^AJsj <£-* ')-*/ # aE<3 since -txr(”2.*) 

takes a value on °£j- , then 6-J*) - (. 

Thus difference **.(*) is continuous and non** 

negative at 2- = -z*, 

2, 2* belongs to an arc °4 ♦ Then as B -=?* z* 

both oi^.j ) —* f and 

M fZ.j ) —> / * so that -*(■£■*) C- O 

and hence in non-negative, 

3. "£*belongs to an arc of Q „ the complementary 

boundary set of * then sine© 6^)^o 

■* 2 0, ^ ^ 'a<). 
■2. S* 

it an abutting point of o^_ and , The 

number of these discontinuity points is finite, 

Thus we see that the bounded harmonic function 620 

has in ail the boundary points of ^ , except for at most 

a finite number, a non-negative lover bound, Then since-a 6k) 

eannot take its minimum value in the interior of , 

3* o in <S^. , where -urte) takes values in cSj4* * 

and our theorem is proved; 

6J£*, <*%, G*0 - (jfsorfelj V; ). 
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The applicability of the principle of th© Increasing 

of harmonic measure is suggested by the freedom with whleh 

the configurations ©nd * Kor can be 

chosen. If M-C**) is an arbitrary single-valued analytic 

function-, .one- my exclude free its region of definition in' 

th# 2: «piene an arbitrary syst©» of regions or arcs and from 

the image-region in the *ar -plant the Images of the excluded 

■* -regions or * -arcs* Then according to th© principle* 

the harmonic measure of an arbitrary subset of the boundary 

arcs of the remining regions in the ^ -plane is at most 

equal to the harmonic measure of the image arcs, measured with 

respect to the remaining region in the -o'"-plane* 

The significance of th© principle becomes especially clear 

then one considers® the level curves of th® harmonic measure 

function* If a value X of th© interval <0 ^ A <=• / is 

taken* we can consider the curve ^ ) — X 

which divides 0 & into two not necessarily eenneeted parts* 

That part which contains the arcs ^ a in its boundary Is 

characterised by A < ^3 <-/ 3 and the other part by 

O < *) < A * We may proceed in an analogous manner in 

the ^ur-plane* Thenty the principle of harmonic measure it 

la immediately seen that if the point *£? belongs to the 

region whose characteristic function is A «£. OJC^J } <%) < 1 

then the Image point yur = '^ri:b) belongs to the region 

described by X < co ( OC^J. G^ ) < |. 
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The question arises as he whether in the relationship 

U>{ ^ ) - U)( ***'&)j 'V, £*r\) 

equality may occur. He have already seen that such is the 

case when w(z) represents a one-to-one conformal mapping, 

Furthermore if equality occurs at any interior point z of G, 

then hy the principle of the minimum for harmonic functions 

the difference 

Co £'ur(0>c<<JXJ ) — LO ^ ) 

must vanish throughout G* in order to investigate the type of 

function w ~ w(z) for which equality holds, we consider the 

analytic function to -t CuJ , where k? is the 

conjugate harmonic function of uJ g uniquely determined 

except for an arbitrary real constant, Then it can be shown 

tint the equality 

Lo{ ^Or^, ) •= A) ( ^ ) 

9( *»-> +->« 

where is a real parameter. The zeros of the derivative 

<*** ) aetermlllS th6 t0ha',1Or 0f M(Z) 10 ®i* 
and it can be shown from this that (2) holds for multiple¬ 

valued functions which are net too strongly branched* 

-23- 
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fhen the two level curves ^ ^ “A and 

6J(\<-or, ^yarj ) - A bounding the regions 
X -6 **J</and A £• ^ o^ur, ^<!r 3 < / 

respectively correspond to each other by the one-parameter 

family of extremal-functions *VJ~ C&J /*• ) defined by 

(2)* 

We are now able to apply the principle of harmonic measure 

in demonstrating the validity of the so-called two-constant 

theorem* In the region Gs let a single-valued bounded analytic 

function w(z) be giveni / ✓ur / ^ M j on a given boundary 

set o4 & let its modulus not exceed a pressslgned constant 

m CM. Geometrically this means that for “£ « <3-^. 

the point *LU~ C ) la ina circle with radius M and center 

at the origin, i.e* the circle C (O; M) is the region G^. 

On o?a , furthermore, the function takes values in a concentric 

circle with radius m* which thus becomes the region A $ so that 
W 

°<^>r is the circumference l+r\*/m$ and G-* t the remainder of 

the region. In the annulus < {-or / < M ,« the function 

log 

—   is obviously harmonic and bounded in A**. <r /-or / < M 
log | 

and takes the value 1 on and 0 on * |^r ] •= M . 

Hence it is the function aj^r, ) , fhen for 

X < Oi( ^ 6r^.') C / 

we have the equivalent relationship 



A 
JLr^ M - ^1^1 

M - .A*. 

BO ttot, BtoOB AJ >o, 

A JLGIQ M» - X 'H*, < /dc^ ^ ^'°r^ ^ ^ 

1?he left-hand side of the inequality yields 

-d«-j | A* (%) I ■< $ — X ) Aoj M -f A /u'v- - 

On the level curve LoC^j **"%.) = A f Q<X<- I , 

'by the principle of harmonic measure It follows that 

^ £: 03 ( cx^-, (S-^ ) # so that her# 

(3) | £- O ~A) M -t- A ^ • 

By the argument given shove for the equality of ^ C^j 

and £0 CstSj otjj-j ^/ur ) t then If equality in (3) occurs 

at a point z it must occur for all z of 0gs and then it can 

he shown that if Pfej is the analytic function whose real 

part is olj &) then A^r(^) must have the form 

x . x _ -C/C ipC*rJ .. I- fOb) 
^jjrL^J * C /v*t ^ . M % 

fhus we have used the principle of harmonic measure to 

show i 

fhe ffwo-Constant ffhooremg If -urteO is a regular analytic 

function in a region s where l*or( I < M , and if on 

certain given boundary arcs o( of § 
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|/ur^ l s Ax. «e M 

then in each point of the region O < A ^ ^3 < I 

I At* l | A ~f ^ / ~ /\) 

Out the level curve OC*v o</ <=0 = A o <■ 

I aW ^ J) | ±- A ^ 4 C\-X) 

If ©quality holds for a point % than it holds ton all -2 G 

and all X c o - A * 0 and 'UrOt,) has the form 

/OrC**) ~ N '~*c^ 
J 

where is an arbitrary real number and ^ ^3 is the 

analytic function whoso real part is C&j <*, O * 

$ his theorem enables the demonstration of a property of 

the maximum modulus of a function —-<v> on the level 

curves £->£*> o(j <0 = A tit the region in which the 

function Is defined* Consider two fixed values A f, and A *. 

( o 4- X, - I 3 and the corresponding region 

X / ^ L** C J y & -3 «c A . 

fhe harmonic measure of the curve A i_ with respect to this 

region i / is obviously 

hJ ^ A*, 6r0 
~ A , 

X-^—Xf 
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where £0 is the harmonic measure of the origins! boundary 

set ^ with respect to the initial regions# furthermore, 

in # and M ^ play the roles of m, M, and 

respectively in G, with u>= X»_ corresponding to ^ ^ , 

so that hy the second inequality of the two-conatant theorem 

we have for X, - * ~ ^ t 

j- Mx = Cx-x.) + (K-M ^ 

If we consider the function 

over the interval X, — A ^ X a. , we see that: 

f he logarithm of the maximum modulus log M /N is a 

convex function of the parameter X , 

from this follows immediately the three-circle theorem 

of Badamard, for if we take as our region G a circular 

annulus, then the harmonic function ^ with respect to G 

will he linear function of log l p | , so that the parameter X 

may he replaced hy a linear expression in log r, and hence 

the result of the Badamard three-circle theorems 

M(x-), AJ&X*, MW.- l^csCiO I 
0 ' |S,/.'A- 

isx a convex function of leg r* 
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• low lot us consider an analytic function regular in the 

upper half-plane and such that In each finite point z - ac 

of the real ascis w{s) is hounded and /T i ■ > „ , JLuL*. I ^orC^) I ± I, 

hot us denote by jt(r) the maximum modulus of w(s) on 

tie semi-circumference jsl* r in the upper half-plane, Then 

if w© take the interior of this semi-elrel© to be the region 

§_ and the annular region between lw( - 1 and |w( ~ !4{r) , a. 
m# 

we may apply the principle of harmonic measure, letting o<^_ 

.be the semi-circumference * 

If z is an interior point of the semi-circle, then 

log 1&+X. is an analytic function, 

-A~ 
so that erg is harmonic. Then . 

56 - ) 



is harmonic aM takes the value 1 at interlop points of $ 

| | ~ A- s *0 ^ > QM and the value 0 at Interior points 

of /S ^ i — & ©^ £■& » A ■+■ t } • 

Pupthepaop© fop z interior to €L# 
' S' • 

0 < AX>C %■-><.! 

and hones /u. ) %& the hnpmoni© measure of ^ with 

pospeet to Qz\ 

<60*; ■= «? T I ~ ^ ) - a-0 ~ TT ^£+k.), 

where ^ is the angle hetveen the lines joining s vith the 

endpoints of the interval (~r^r) of the peal axis» 

Sine© in l-cr£-&) / <= M ('O * then 

w©.-a»y sot ^ - M (A-J # |M =. | and apply the two-con- 

stant theorem for the level curve ■ 

■=:>■( I-\ ' 

to get 

(t) ^/Ur I — ^ C ^ 7T 3 ^ t'x~) . 

If the point z is hold fixed* then as fo* oo s Q —*> ~n~ 

and to = ,p (i- &r ^ c , 

£ simple geoaetPic exorcise shove that*, fop Kt LM- g 
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* ■ Hr- **8 #• 

and since x and y are fixed, then as A 

* 

so -that 

Jt- 
A + * 

Sl - X 

-=> { 
dL/LC. 

4- 
/L -X 

Ij <*-dP A -^>ooy 

, and similarly and hence y^rx A- 

o-n^cjfauvu T^~V fc: 
A
’“* A-X 

io ^ i (A- + -it- \ = ■ £a>- • 
” ^'t+x A-X ; *TT(>UX-xv) 

Thus 

If we set \p -- , 
A-^^a /U 

then by (4) 

+. Aj M(<0 AjiMOO 

A^ •&«■% M(A.) 
7T 3 A> J 

so that in the limit 

h>i^(=t) 1 “ ^ • 

Thus we haveproved: 

Theorem of Phragmen-Lindelof. If W^> is a function 

regular in the upper half-plane and hounded in each finite 

point 4;x of the real axis, where 

*e<-^ |*or£%)) 1 I. 
=2r^X 1 
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then there are possible only two casess 

Either the modulus I'Urd'sO I becomes infinite so rapidly 

as | * | —* oo 

A.-e« A- 

is positive, or else the function is bounded, and hence 

I /w I - I 
in each point z of the haIf-plan©. 

An immediate consequence of this theorem is the following 

Corollary. If under hi# hypothesis of the Phragmen- 

lindelof theorem, w(z) tends to zero on a sequence of semi¬ 

circles so that 

tu ^ 
A- —^ «a A" 

then w(z) vanishes identically .in the half-plane,* 

As proof we need only to note that 

o* I A*rC^}l <= Li& 4*7) ^ *c . 
A A-e>oo A- 

Another application of the harmonic measure principle 

results when we consider a function w(z) which is bounded in 

the upper half-plane, e,g* /AT | “= I 9 and which 

on the positive real axis is continuous and has a unique 
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limit, e*g,z©3?o# as ^ —><x) on this ha If-line, Then for a 

given arbitrary € *> 0 there exists x« such that f ©r all 

points ^ = * > x6J l-ur i«? 6 # HOW let Qz be the upper 

half-plane and be the half-line * > *« * 1?h©n the 

two-oonstant theorem applies, with H “ 1 and -m, ~ &■ , and 

yields 

(5) JL^ Urrt>| * > ^ S 

for each point of the region A - ^ J - / . 
The function 

*t-C £ ■i ) 5 I "JP* ^ ^ 

Is harmonic and bounded, £ < in the upper half- 

plane, takes the value 1 in ot^. % ~E= = ^ , and 

the value 0 in i ~ x <-)f6 and thus is the 

harmonic measure ^ <^&) « Thus the region 

A -< CJ -sr | iS the region for which X < I ~ 7r <4-A-^ -x0 / 

i.e. the angular opening in the upper half-plane between the 

lines x >*& and a-a— (f-fc -x©)~ Trf/-A)« 



If now we consider an arbitrary rain© ^ , o < ^ <TT , 

then for each A such that o •< x «r then for each 

point z in the angle o <• *■ < ir-y^ and above the line 

OsuftCZ-Ko) = vrf/-A^ , the relationship (5) holds, i.o, 

I s & ^ arbitrary, Thus we have proved? 

Theorem; If a function bounded in the upper half-plane 

converges to a limit as 2- -5»AD along the positive real 

axis, then tends uniformly to this limit in each angle 

O -s' 
<u^ S--c7^“~‘>i. >0} 

We next show Lindelof’s principle concerning the level 

curves of Green’s function, Let v(s) be a regular single- 

valued analytic function in the interior of a region Gz 

taking: values in a region G^ of the w-plane, and furthermore 

let 20 and -*w“0 - >ur be two fixed points and 

and <*(**, <S-ur') the Green’s functions 

of €TZ and with poles at "£e and XJJ~0 respectively* 

Consider a fixed number A >° and the subset of G^ 

In which w(s) takes values for ) > \ % 

denote by A- o the minimum of <fy( 'W, j Cr & ) in 

this Subset, so that for ^ belonging to ^ 

m have corresponding values w(s) belonging to 
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(5 — yU. , Then we can apply the principle of 
harmonic measure to the regions Cn^_ % <s-g_)<A 

and Gw, in which we talcs the level carve ^ C^j <£•*,) = X 

to be o^4 and g. ^-co-j xur0^ ^ A t o he /^a- * 

Obviously under these suppositions we have 

Co( ^ ) - "X g 

U) (^rj UAJJ.J 6-J! ) - ~^z (A^TJ 'W6J 

and hence for O < g 6-fc ) <> 

gC/Ur./or^y ^.r) > ^ g. £*., =£<>, ^ ) . 

for the Green’s functions w© have the representationss 

| *u | + 

(6) 
3 

-h ~tc- C*r). 

where -u., and are continuous at -2.0 and ^ore respectively. 

Since w(z) is regular at -2.0 * then in the neighborhood of -?= 0 

I <ur - ^UJ~0 j, 

I ^ ~ 1 

is hounded, so that from (6) it follows that as 2. —p zza 

we have? ^ (Wi ^oj g 
£• o 6—•» ■So 

^ A ~>(\-G) 
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and thus 

^ C'UTj ^ur6> S’ AXT J ^ 2io; ) . 

So we haw thej 

principle of Lindelof. If Qz and Gw am© two regions and 

if w(z) is a single-valued meromorphic function such that for 

■2 <£ * /^r0 •» >ur C** ) & ur » then for each 

point of the region <j £j &0j ) >• A*>o the 

corresponding point w(a) belongs to the region 

/ur0j > > * 

If wo set ^ - <*"© =~o # then the principle of 

Lindelof becomes Schwars’s lemma* which is proved most simply 

by the application of the maximum modulus principle to the 

fuaatlon § regular for l» I < / s 

gefawara's Lemmas If w{z) is regular and bounded for 

I* I* I •• | I * j 

and if 16) & o # then 

| *W50 I ±1*1 
for each | *• | < / * Equality holds for ^ £ 0 only for 1 Q 
AC-S- ec ^ * where & is a real constant, 

fh© Lindelof principle and Pick's extension of Schwarc’s 

lemma are useful in establishing the principle of hyperbolic 

measure* according to which the hyperbolic length of an 
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arbitrary curvilinear arc of a smooth region is at 

least as great as the hyperbolic length of the arc A^r lrit0 

which is carried by an analytic function w(z) which 

maps Ga into a smooth region §¥* 

An extension Of Schwars’s lemma is the following* 

Theorems if I<ur 6=b) l*? I for | Br| / and if 

u(z) is continuous on an arc of the circumference and takes 

there values in an arc ^ of l^ur I - I # then? 

An interior point s of the region whose boundaries are 

«=* t ana the circular arc Which cuts the circum¬ 

ference I ■^1=1 in the endpoints of -g- at angle 

ATT ^O-CA<I) has an image-point a value lying 

interior to the region bounded by the arc C/LJ- and /<^6C<-r)s 

A point of K (tig. ) ana a point of C^^r) 
correspond to each other if and only if -to- - ^ur^J is a 

conformal representation of J Sr / s I on (ur I £s / which 

transforms ^ into °<^r * 

This theorem is a direct application Of the principle of 

harmonic measure, since is the level curve 

W ) - X and is the level curve 

©WJ ^<4? V- -X , 

If in particular w© take - 0 and hr0 = o 9 then 

under the hypotheses of the above theorem it follows that 

cannot be shorter than $ fear otherwise the arcs /<T^ (ot^s) 

and <r would bound a region to which -nr= o could not 



belong if A la so chosen that ^ C°^z.) contains 2 - o . 

But according to the preceding theorem this is not possible, 

fhls indicates the method of proof for the 

Lemma of Lowner* if l<ur/2 J I I for I ^ ^ I 

and ° # then when w|s) is continuous on an 

arc of / ^ I ® -i and takes values here which belong to 

the circumference /or- / - I # then the image are 

of o/a is at least as long as * locality holds only 

for 

We haw© already seen that the harmonic measure of the 

entire boundary of a region is. the constant 1, If we consider 

the Poisson integral for the unit circle and the solution it 

affords for the determination of the harmonic measure of an 
. „ 1 ©1 t 0 a_ 

arc c* from e *f-o ® t 

1 

(7) olj &)- ^TT 

then tie see that for 2 ■= 0 # then r = 0, so that m have* 

to(o^,G)=. ^ f d e = ,,f»- 61 

a. * TT 

from which we see that the harmonic measure of an arc of the 

unit circle measured at the origin Is simply the arc-length* 
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So the lemma of Lowrer states that the harmonic measure 

Co C & j -zj of an arc of the unit circle increases 

under a transformation -w = of /=&•/</ into 

\JUT l ± \ t and hence that the arc-length increases under 
_ * _ cO- 

the transformation, If we consider a fined point 21 - e 

of ? then according to Schwarz's principle it follows 

that w(z) is analytic at so that if we take s* as an 

ond-point of an arc oi of and denote by the 1 

arc of e< $ then for w(z«) - we have 

Co ( JUS C-5.-), /$ ) 
     / 
CO( ^ ^ ; 

Then as the arc-length ff tends to zero* we see that 

tL U)( -hr, A, 
d L& ( & j j ^2.) 

- o 

Since . . -a. 
 I — ^  

| -f A."
1' — 31 /v c-n» f 6 - $ 

from (7) it follows that 

d IQ ( JUT, /3, __ f I - i^rlK \ / |e‘ a- ala 

J UJ c tj Gr± ) ( leilf-u-l*-J[ I - /a/1- . 

so that with (8) we have 

) - l-url3- -> I - /a/1- 

I ellf- fcrlx le‘s - t Is- 



rt | , 
Here TZ I -w (i*) i . The geometric meshing 

of the inequality is the followings 

When the point z Is interior to the oricircl© ~ * & 

= X 
!e£*-*lx 

then w = w(c) is" in the orielrcle 

^ I- 1^1" 

( O < A < OO ) 

/D 
/e^- w-i1 X t ^ 

where i v ^ ,= I / 
4-w* / 

^ e 
1"' ’ 

* LB C f for ^ = e * ,or ? e 

This is* in part* the result stated in the theorem of 

Julla-Caratheodory, 

How let us consider a single-valued function w(z) which 

is 0 takes values in Q^n with the following boundary restric¬ 

tions * to certain boundary arcs of the boundary w(a) 

takes values in a subset Aw' ©f owi on certain other 
. it // / 

boundary arcs °\a- it takes values in A <L % % and 

as well as A ; and Aw
/; are disjoint sets* We 

assume also that AW = A^ -t A^’ is either bounded by or 

composed of a finite number of Jordan ares or °w * 

The principle of the increasingness of harmonic measure 

applies to and Av', to and A^", and also to the 
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unions o/a = and fh© paint w(z) will 

therefore always be so situated that the harmonic measure 

of <>uvr r °(ur <Kw'/ is at least as large as that of 

U s, measured in the point z, Sou let the point 

z TOry Blong an arc * Interior to <J2 Joining the boundary 
arcs o£^ and •* By the continuity of w(s}, the image 

point w(z) will then describe a cur?© •4t<r in <5* joining 

and , and for 2. <s \ 

UJ ( -& J o^a. ^ ^ ('^u~j ^*urj ^>tar 3 • 

let /WK (■t*> ho the minimum of the harmonic measure 

Uj C^bj , 6-3.) on the arc , fhen ^ (*€% J S / and 

<^n C •£* J =! I only if compose the entire boundary 
of Gz# hy the maximum principle for harmonic functions, 

Consider the collection of all the arcs JL^ and let 

-to- 
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Similarly lot denote the minimum of 

oJ( Mr, t^/Wj ) for MT <& •^AAT' $ and 

According to the principle of harmonic measure 

A* ( j 

so that in the limit we hare 

/M % *£■ • 

fhis relationship do scribes a significant property of 

contraction of the configuration resulting from the mapping 

of ' * c*” and Gz. If the arcs ©^ and °^a= are 

relatively "close” to each other * so that in the points z of 

a path A t joining the two the harmonic measure is at least 

1 - P9 then the arcs °ior and cannot he sufficiently 

"far" apart that in the points w of A^r the harmonic measure 

is smaller than 1~ P . 
In the following figure we have an example of a case which 

obviously cannot occur under the assumptions we have made here. 

t 



The level curves to - of the harmonic measures 

of + e^" and of ©£t,r * °<^r” are shorn* If 

the point z runs from ^Z to o<g!' in the interior of the 

region toC^j <s-% .) > A , then the corresponding 

behavior of the point w is not possible in the region 

co (w-j OCSUTJ ^ ^ $ since this region in the ¥-plane 

is composed of two isolated partes the arcs <*£/ and 

are* so to speak,, too far apart, 

that the ordering of the boundary by the map Cfcj 

is subject to certain restrictive conditions is well known 

in the theory of mult±ply-connected regions! two such regions in 

general are not carried one-to-one and conformally into each 

other| certain Modular conditions” must first be satisfied. 

We limit ourselves here to a stuple application of the 

concept of contraction, suppose the arcs and have 

a common point 7\. which is a possible point of discon¬ 

tinuity of -<o- - sarf-t.) and consider how the correspond¬ 

ing regions and must be situated in the w-plane in 

order that the principle of the inereasingness of the harmonic 

measure be maintained* If we take A^_ joining c/g/ and 

to lie in an arbitrarily small neighborhood Of 7^_ thin 

the harmonic measure in all points z of must become 

arbitrarily close to 1, so that mz - 1, fhen since ^ 

- I,. Consequently It follows immediately that only two-' 

cases are possiblet 
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1. Ita distance tatvttn tl» set* ij «* 

is aero, so that and hav© a common point* 

2* The arcs and o^r constitute fete entire 
I " S ^ ) ~ 

boundary of Gg , and thus in G| bJ(/uxj c^. f ^ ) - 

So if ^ur and are at positive distance from each other, 

then if they do not constitute the entire boundary P^j- of 

Gw, one of the sets, e»g, must be imselated by the other, 

o4*r" $ feom - P A*J- ~ ( +ciJr) * 

A simple example of this last ease is given by the 

exponential function jjrz e ^ ^ “ X1 ^ * Take as the 

region 0 the strip - / >c <• I in the upper half-plane. 

Then-the region Gw is composed of the annulus <'-ur •* £ , 

As are <*g/ take the half-line x - -1, y s.0 and as 

9 the positive imaginary axis* The two aros meet each 

other in the point P at co . The point set Aw ' £ , 

is the circumference / <url - , while s A^ , 

is the unit circle* Then o^ur * 1* accordance with the results 

|ust observed, isolates tram the remaining boundary of 

®w, itO* / /w* I*—G*. 

As an application of these results, let us consider a 

region G whose boundary contains two Jordan curves Q^i and 

intersecting in the point P* * let w(a) be a single-valued 

analytic function bounded ( \ AJT I M ) in G* furthermore 

let w(z) be continuous in each interior point of <*?/ and °( z_ 

and let H be the set of values which w(z) takes on , 



as =&- —a> and the set of values which4i7^iJ tahes 

on a s S: -3» V m 

f.hen if H , and B are dis joint' sets they must he so 

situated in the w-plano that the boundary of one isolates 

the boundary of the other from the circumference I w / - U, 

In particular, then, in the limit as &-»7> * H, and 

cannot reduce to two distinct points w, ^ wa * Hence 

the following convergence theorem is provedj 

theorem of Llndelof. If in the neighborhood If of a singu¬ 

lar point P of an analytic function w(s)a the function has 
two distinct limits as & along two different Iordan 

arcs, then w(2) is unbounded in H. 
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Extension of the Definition of 
Barmonto Measure 

So far we haw© considered relatively simple regions 

G with simple boundary sets for which the harmonic 

measure is defined* Let ns now investigate a more general 

type of region * an arbitrary connected smooth region G 

having at least three boundary points * and let be an 

arbitrary point-set of the boundary P of G, In order to 

construct the harmonic measure * that is 

t© say a function harmonic in the interior of which, in 

a sense to be explained later* takes the value 1 at points of 

and the value 0 at points of the remaining boundary 

set /3 j se may use Poincare’s method for the solution of 

the Dlrichlet problem, 

Construct over G the universal covering surface G °° > 

which coincides with G if and only if G is simply connected 

and which otherwise consists of infinitely many continuous 

sheets* always simply connected and without interior branch 

points. Since G has at least three boundary points* this 

surface enables a one-to-one conformal representation of G 

on the unit circle J x. / < / . Let the mapping function be 

denoted by X = . If G is multiply connected* the order 

of multiplicity of the function is infinite in the interior 

of G and its various spurs are connected by the substitutions 

S of a group of linear transformations (€) which leave 

the unit circle invariant, The Inverse function 2r = ■zfx) 
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is, for 1 %l <1 single-valued and, with respect to the 

group rs) an automorphlc function, 

fh© behavior of the boundary under this mapping has 

been investigated by Caratheodory and Llndelof, and Is not at 

all simple* However, we shall consider here certain funda¬ 

mental results pertinent to the behavior of the boundary, 

let 1 be a point of the circumference IKI - i , 

and consider the totality of all the points of the circumfer¬ 

ence which correspond to % under all of the substitutions 

of the group (&) * fhe set of all such equivalent boundary 

points is a countable one, which w© shall designate as a class* 

Each point of the circumference belongs to one and only one 

class, and the set Si Of all of the classes has the power of 

the continuum and comprises all the points of the circumfer¬ 

ence, whereas each class contains only a countable set of 

points* 

Consider now the subset A of the set M of classes, such 

that A is the collection of classes (Sd)) for each of 

which the autoaorphle transformation function 2: 6*0 has a 

well-defined limit value when the point x tends radially 

(or, equivalently, tends in an angular opening) to a point 

SC% ) of the class , this subset A plays an important role 

in the transformation of the boundary* It can be proved that 

the classes which constitute the elements of A can be placed 

in one-to-one correspondence with the accessible boundary 

points of the region C, so that the following facts hold* 
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1, When the point * tends to a point belonging to 

a class S (%) of the set A# then the image point ^ 
tends to the accessible boundary point ^ of G correspond¬ 

ing to this class* 

2* When the point 2 tends to an accessible boundary 

point T along an arbitrary path in the interior of f with 

end-point J # then the point xf*) (selected so as to lie 

in an arbitrary sheet ewer ^ ) tends to a point of the 

corresponding class sa) . 

The following can farther be shown abont the set A of 

classes; 

1* Either the classes belonging to A comprise all 

the points of the circumference* except for a set of 

measure aero* or 

2. The set A is itself a point-set of measure aero* 

The first case occurs when the set of boundary points 

of 0 is "relatively strong*" i,e, when it contains an entire 

continuum. Such a region is referred to as one of bounded 

tsje.' The o or respond log antomorphio transformation * <x) 
is then of bounded characteristic and is also called a 

function of bounded type# since it can be expressed as the 

quotient of two bounded functions and thus in many respects 

displays a behavior analogous to that of a bounded function. 

The second case occurs when the boundary point-set of 

6 is "relatively weak#" for example when it is composed of 

only a countable number of points, A region of this type# 



for which the set A of classes is a point-set of measure 

soro, is called one of unbounded type* 

If 0 is a region of hounded type* the set:; of its 

accessible houndary points is thus ordered one-to-one into 

the set of almost all of the circumference points, of the 

unit circle* and the accessible points of the given set 

are ordered into a well-defined point-set ^x on the 

circumference* If we assume that the set is measurable 

in the Lebesgue sense, then the Poisson integral enables the 

construction of a function *utx) harmonic in the unit circle 

which in almost all the points of the set takes the 

boundary value 1 and in almost all points of the remaining 

set fix. of the circumference /*/ a. / takes the value 0, 

fhis function is furthermore automorphic with respect to the 

group C S) # then if we consider the transformation 

back to the & -plane* then it is in § the single-valued 

and harmonic function <^0 which is defined 

as the harmonic measure Of the Set c< in the points 'S- 

with respect to the region G* • 

If the construction exists - i,e, if the image set 

is measurable bebesgue - then the initial boundary Set 

is said to be harmonically measurable with respect to Gj 

otherwise it is harmonically immeasurable with respect to ©* 

fhe harmonic measure in the extended sense then has the prop¬ 

erty that 60 tends to the limit 1 as £ tends 

to an accessible point of oC a|ong each path in the unit 



circle not-tangent to the circumference* and ^ ( * J °(, 6 ) 

tends to the limit 0 in the accessible points of the 

boundary set ~ P - ©< * except in both cases for 

a boundary point-set of harmonic measure zero. 

. A boundary point-set . is defined to be of'harmonic 

measure sere if the image set oSx is of linear measure sere. 

In general the nullity of the harmonic measure of a set 

is dependent upon the region 0 of which ©< is a boundary 

set j i,e, o< may be a Set of harmonic measure zero with 

respect to a region 0^ and hare positive .harmonic measure 

with respect to another region 0g, 

A special case deserves mention* however* in Which c< 

is of harmonic measure zero independently of the region with 

respect to which the harmonic measure is taken, bet c*. 

he closed and of positive distance from its complementary 

boundary set , ’Then if the harmonic measure Of <=< 

with respect to a region 0 vanishes* it will vanish for 

every region 0* for which e*< is of positive distance from 

.the corresponding set f&K Hence °< is of harmonic measure 

zero* independent of the region 0*. Such sets are called sets 

of harmonic measure zero in the absolute sense* 

We have considered so far only exceptional regions which 

are of bounded type. It can be shown actually that regions 

of unbounded type are identical with those whose boundaries 

are j?oint-sets of absolute harmonic measure zero. For such a 

region* however, the pirichlet problem cannot be solved, so 
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that all that can ha said from th© standpoint of the theory 

of harmonic measure concerning regions of unbounded type 

is simply that their boundary point-sots are of absolute 

harmonic measure aero* 

With the aid of the above discussed extension of the 

definition, th© principle of harmonic measure can now be 

stated for quite general regions* Such a general principle 

leads to certain general theorems concerning the singularities 

of analytic functions* Among these we mention the following 

twos 

1. When a single-valued analytic function falls, 

In a region whose boundary is a set of absolute 

harmonic measure aero, to take values in a set of 

positive harmonic measure In the absolute sense, 

then the function reduces to a constant. This 

result can to a certain extent be considered,an 

extension of the theorems of Liouville and Picard* 

2, When, in a region whose boundary is a point-set 

of positive harmonic measure in the absolute sense, 

a3 single-valued analytic function fails to take 

values in a set of positive harmonic measure, then 

the function is of bounded type, i.e, it is expressible 

as the quotient of two bounded functions • Such a 

function admits a limit in each accessible point 

of the boundary of the region, except at most for a 

set of harmonic measure zero. These results are 
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related to the theorerne of Fatow and Riesz on 

the limit values of hounded functions# 

tee can ua© the theory of harmonic measure to obtain 

Green’s function for a region 0 of hounded type# faking 

% - 6a to he interior to G, consider a circle j %/=/*» 

and construct the harmonic measure ^.£*0 of the circle with 

respect to the region of which it and the boundary of 6 are 

the boundaries, fhen as oo the expression dJ^log A- 

tends to Green’s function for G, has its pole at a-s^o _ 

For a region of unbounded type Green’s function does not 

exist# According to Ssego and Myrberg this requires in part 

that the transfinite diameter, a concept due to Fekete* of 

the boundary P Vanish# Sets of harmonic measure zero in 

the absolute sense can thus be shown to be analogous to those 

whose transfinite diameters vanish, or, to use still another 

conceptj, to those whose boundary sets have zero capacity, 

it is important to know the relationships which exist 

between the harmonic measure of a set o< with respect to a 

region G and the Euclidean properties of the geometric con¬ 

figurations formed by *< and G* Since the harmonic measure 

remains invariant under a one-to-one conformal transformation, 

this problem is essential to that of studying the deformations 

of the interior and boundary of a region under such a trans¬ 

formation, a question which recently has taken an important 

place in function theory# 

Of great applicability along these lines is a principle 
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of OarXeman which states that through appropriate expansion 

or contraction of the given reference region, harmonic 

majorants or minorants can he constructed. Important results 

3n the same field follow from the application of amethod 

of Ahlfors, which is based on the application of considerations 

of arc-length and surface area. In his thesis Bearling has 

obtained important results by means of a power series develop¬ 

ment for the mapping function, and for certain extremal 

problems relating to the circle he has proved that the 

harmonic measure when expressed, with the aid of the green*s 

function, as a Stieltjes integral, represents a majorant region. 

Certain restate due to Lindeberg, Garten and Ahlfors may 

be used to show that a point-set is of harmonic measure sera 

if it has logarithmic measure zero. 
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